Recent work in variational inference (VI) uses ideas from Monte Carlo estimation to tighten the lower bounds on the log-likelihood that are used as objectives. However, there is no systematic understanding of how optimizing different objectives relates to approximating the posterior distribution. Developing such a connection is important if the ideas are to be applied to inference-i.e., applications that require an approximate posterior and not just an approximation of the log-likelihood. Given a VI objective defined by a Monte Carlo estimator of the likelihood, we use a "divide and couple" procedure to identify augmented proposal and target distributions. The divergence between these is equal to the gap between the VI objective and the log-likelihood. Thus, after maximizing the VI objective, the augmented variational distribution may be used to approximate the posterior distribution.
Introduction
Variational inference (VI) is a leading approximate inference method in which a posterior distribution p(z|x) is approximated by a simpler distribution q(z|x) from some approximating family. The procedure to select q is based on the decomposition that [20] log p(x) = E q(z) log p(z, x) q(z) + KL[q(z) p(z|x)].
The first term is the evidence lower bound (ELBO) [2] . Selecting q to maximize the ELBO tightens the lower bound on log p(x) and simultaneously minimizes the KL-divergence in the second term. This dual view is important because minimizing the KL-divergence justifies using q to approximate the posterior for making predictions. IWAE objective corresponds to minimizing (an upper bound to) KL[q IS (z) p(z|x)], where q IS is a version of q that is "corrected" toward p using importance sampling; this justifies using q IS to approximate the posterior. Naesseth et al. [14] also show that performing VI with an SMC objective can be seen as minimizing (an upper bound to) a divergence from the SMC sampling distribution q SMC (z) to p(z|x). For an arbitrary estimator, however, there is little understanding.
We establish a deeper connection between variational objectives and approximating families. Given a non-negative Monte Carlo (MC) estimator R such that E R = p(x), we show how to find a distribution Q(z) such that the divergence between Q(z) and p(z|x) is at most the gap between E log R and p(x). Thus, better estimators mean better posterior approximations. The approximate posterior Q(z) can be found by a two-step "divide and couple" procedure. The "divide" step follows Le et al. [11] and connects maximizing E log R to minimizing a divergence between two distributions, but not necessarily involving p(z|x). The "couple" step shows how to find Q(z) such that the divergence is an upper bound to KL [Q(z) p(z|x)]. We show how a range of ideas from the statistical literaturesuch as antithetic sampling, stratified sampling, and quasi Monte Carlo [16] -can produce novel variational objectives; then, using the divide and couple framework, we describe efficient-to-sample approximate posteriors Q(z) for each of these novel objectives. We contribute mathematical tools for deriving new estimators and approximating distributions within this framework. Experiments show that the novel objectives enabled by this framework can lead to improved likelihood bounds and posterior approximations.
There is a large body of work using MC techniques to reduce the variance of gradient estimators of the standard variational objective [18, 3, 13, 22, 8] . The aims of this paper are different: we use MC techniques to change R to get a tighter objective.
Setup and Motivation
Imagine we have some distribution p(z, x). After observing data x, we wish to approximate the posterior p(z|x). Traditional VI tries to both bound log p(x) and approximate p(z|x) using the "ELBO decomposition" of Eq. (1). We already observed that a similar lower bound can be obtained from any non-negative random variable R with E R = p(x), since by Jensen's inequality,
Traditional VI can be seen as defining R = p(z, x)/q(z) for z ∼ q and then optimizing the parameters of q to maximize E log R. Many other estimators R of p(x) can be designed and their parameters optimized to make E log R as large as possible. We want to know: what relationship does this have to approximating the posterior p(z|x)? Fig. 1 shows a one dimensional target distribution p(z, x) as a function of z, and the Gaussian q(z) obtained by standard VI, i.e. maximizing E log R for R = p(z, x)/q(z). The resulting bound is E log R ≈ −0.237, while the true value is log p(x) = 0. By Eq. (1), the KL-divergence from q(z) to p(z|x) is 0.237. Tightening the likelihood bound has made q close to p. A Gaussian cannot exactly represent the main mode of p(z, x), since it is asymmetric. Antithetic sampling [16] can exploit this. Define
Example
where T (z) = µ − (z − µ) is z "reflected" around the mean µ of q. This is a valid estimator since q(z) is constant under reflection. Tightening this bound over Gaussians q gives E log R ≈ −0.060. This is better, intuitively, since the right half of q is a good match to the main mode of p, i.e. since q(z) ≈ 1 2 p(z, x) for z in that region. What about p(z|x)? It is not true that antithetic sampling gives a q with lower divergence (it is around 7.34). After all, naive VI already found the optimal Gaussian. Is there some other distribution that is close to p(z|x)? How can we find it? These questions motivate this paper.
Notation and Conventions
We use sans-serif font for random variables. Proofs that do not immediately follow a result appear in the supplement. Objects such as P MC , Q, p, q are distributions of random variables and will be written like densities: Q(ω), p(z, x). However, the results are more general: the supplement includes a more rigorous version of our main results using probability measures. We write densities with Dirac delta functions. These are not Lebesgue-integrable, but can be interpreted unambiguosuly as Dirac measures: e.g., a(z|ω) = δ(z − ω) means the conditional distribution of z given ω = ω is the Dirac measure δ ω . Throughout, x is fixed, so p(z, x) and P MC (ω, z, x) are unnormalized distributions over the other variables, and p(z|x) and P MC (ω, z|x) are the corresponding normalized distributions.
The Divide-and-Couple Framework
In this section we identify a correspondence between maximizing a likelihood bound and posterior inference for general non-negative estimators using a two step "divide" and then "couple" construction.
Divide
Let R(ω) be a positive function of ω ∼ Q(ω) such that E Q(ω) R(ω) = p(x), i.e., R is an unbiased likelihood estimator with sampling distribution Q(ω). The "divide" step follows [11, Claim 1]: we can interpret E Q(ω) log R(ω) as an ELBO by defining P MC so that R(ω) = P MC (ω, x)/Q(ω). That is, P MC and Q "divide" to produce R. Specifically: Lemma 1. Let ω be a random variable with distribution Q(ω) and let R(ω) be a positive estimator such that E Q(ω) R(ω) = p(x). Then
is an unnormalized distribution over ω with normalization constant p(x) and R(ω) = P MC (ω, x)/Q(ω) for Q(ω) > 0. Furthermore as defined above,
Proof. Since P MC (ω, x) ≥ 0 and
, it is a valid distribution. Thus, one can apply the standard ELBO decomposition to Q(ω) and
While this shows that it is easy to connect a stochastic likelihood bound to minimizing a KLdivergence, this construction alone is not useful for probabilistic inference, since neither Q(ω) nor P MC (ω, x) make any reference to z. This motivates the coupling step below. This idea is also related to particle MCMC [1] . More generally, P MC is defined by letting R = dP MC /dQ be the Radon-Nikodym derivative, a change-of-measure from Q to P MC ; see supplement.
Couple
If the distributions identified in Lem. 1 are going to useful for approximating p(z|x), they must be connected somehow to z. In this section, we suggest coupling P MC (ω, x) and p(z, x) into some new distribution P MC (ω, z, x) with P MC (z, x) = p(z, x). In practice, it is convenient to describe couplings via a conditional distribution a(z|ω, x) that augments P MC (ω, x). There is a straightforward condition for when a is valid: for the augmented distribution P MC (z, ω, x) = P MC (ω, x)a(z|ω) to be a valid coupling, we require that P MC (ω, x)a(z|ω)dω = p(z, x). An equivalent statement of this requirement is as follows.
Definition. An estimator R(ω) and a distribution a(z|ω) are a valid estimator-coupling pair under distribution Q(ω) if
The definition implies that E Q(ω) R(ω) = p(x) as may be seen by integrating out z from both sides. Now, suppose we have a valid estimator/coupling pair and that R is a good (low variance) estimator. How does this help us to approximate the posterior p(z|x)? The following theorem gives the "divide and couple" framework 1 . Theorem 2. Suppose that R(ω) and a(z|ω) are a valid estimator-coupling pair under Q(ω). Then,
are valid distributions and
At a high level, this is proved by applying Lem. 1, using the chain rule of KL-divergence, and simplifying using the fact that a is a valid coupling. The point of this theorem is: if R is a good estimator, then E log R will be close to log p(x). Since KL-divergences are non-negative, this means that the marginal Q(z) must be close to the target p(z|x). A coupling gives us a way to transform Q(ω) so as to approximate p(z|x).
To be useful, we need to access Q(z), usually by sampling. We assume it is possible to sample from Q(ω) since this is part of the estimator. The user must supply a routine to sample from a(z|ω). This is why the "trivial coupling" of a(z|ω) = p(z|x) is not helpful -if the user could sample from p(z|x), the inference problem is already solved! Some estimators may be pre-equipped with a method to approximate p(z|x). For example, in SMC, ω include particles z i and weights w i such that selecting a particle in proportion to its weight approximates p(z|x). This can be seen as a coupling a(z|ω), which provides an alternate interpretation of the divergence bounds of [14] . However, there is no systematic understanding of how to derive couplings for general estimators.
Example
Consider again the antithetic estimator from Eq. (2). We saw before that the antithetic estimator gives a tighter variational bound than naive VI under the distribution in Fig. 1 . However, that distribution is less similar to the target than the one from naive VI. To reflect this (and match our general notation) we now 2 write ω ∼ Q (instead of z ∼ q).
Now, we again ask: Since Q(ω) is a poor approximation of the target, can we find some other distribution that is a good approximation? Consider the coupling distribution
.
1 With measures instead of densities would write Q(z ∈ B, ω ∈ A) = A a(z ∈ B|ω)dQ(ω) where a is a Markov kernel; see supplement. 2 With this notation, Eq. (2) becomes R = 1 2
where ω ∼ Q. Here and in the rest of this paper, when p(·, ·) has two arguments, the first always plays the role of z. Table 1 : Variance reduction methods jointly transform estimators and couplings. Take an estimator R 0 (ω) with coupling a 0 (z|ω), valid under Q 0 (ω). Each line shows a new estimator R(·) and coupling a(z|·). The method to simulate Q(·) is described in the left column. Here,
Intuitively, a(z|ω) is supported only on z = ω and on z = T (ω), with probability proportional to the target distribution. It is simple to verify (by substitution, see Claim 10 in supplement) that R and a form a valid estimator-coupling pair. Thus, the augmented variational distribution is Q(ω, z) = Q(ω)a(z|ω). To sample from this, draw ω ∼ Q and select z = ω with probability π(ω), Fig. 2 . This is a much better approximation of the target than naive VI.
Deriving Couplings
Thm. 2 says that if E Q(ω) log R(ω) is close to log p(x) and you have a tractable coupling a(z|ω), then drawing ω ∼ Q(ω) and then z ∼ a(z|ω) yields samples from a distribution Q(z) close to p(z|x). But how can we find a tractable coupling? Monte Carlo estimators are often created "recursively" using techniques that take some valid estimator R and transform it into a new valid estimator R . These techniques (e.g. change of measure, RaoBlackwellization, stratified sampling) are intended to reduce variance. Part of the power of Monte Carlo methods is that these techniques can be easily combined. In this section, we extend these techniques to transform valid estimator-coupling pairs into new valid estimator-coupling pairs. The hope is that the standard toolbox of variance reduction techniques can be applied as usual, and the coupling is derived "automatically". Table 1 shows corresponding transformations of estimators and couplings for several standard variance reduction techniques. In the rest of this section, we will give two abstract tools that can be used to create all the entries in this table. For concreteness, we begin with a trivial "base" estimatorcoupling pair. Take a distribution Q(ω) and let R(ω) = p(ω, x)/Q(ω) and a(z|ω) = δ(z − ω) (the deterministic coupling). It is easy to check that these satisfy Eq. (4).
Abstract Transformations of Estimators and Couplings
Our first abstract tool transforms an estimator-coupling pair on some space Ω into another estimatorcoupling pair on a space Ω M × {1, · · · , M }. This can be thought of as having M "replicates" of the ω in the original estimator, along with an extra integer-valued variable that selects one of them. We emphasize that this result does not (by itself) reduce variance -in fact, R has exactly the same distribution as R 0 . Theorem 3. Suppose that R 0 (ω) and a 0 (z|ω) are a valid estimator-coupling pair under
are a valid estimator-coupling pair under
Rao-Blackwellization is a well-known way to transform an estimator to reduce variance; we want to know how it affects couplings. Take an estimator R 0 (ω, ν) with state space Ω × N and distribution
that analytically marginalizes out ν has the same expectation and equal or lesser variance, by the Rao-Blackwell theorem. The following result shows that if R 0 had a coupling, then it is easy to define a new coupling for R. Theorem 4. Suppose that R 0 (ω, ν) and a(z|ω, ν) are a valid estimator-coupling pair under Q 0 (ω, ν). Then
are a valid estimator-coupling pair under Q(ω) = Q 0 (ω, ν)dν.
Specific Variance Reduction Techniques
Each of the techniques in Table 1 can be derived by first applying Thm. 3 and then Thm. 4. As a simple example, consider the IID mean. Suppose R 0 (ω) and a 0 (z|ω) are valid under Q 0 . If we let
. and m uniform on {1, · · · , M } then this satisfies the condition of Thm. 3 that ω m ∼ Q 0 . Thus we can define R and a as in Eq. (7) and Eq. (8) . Applying Rao-Blackwellization to marginalize out m gives exactly the form for R and a shown in the table. Details are in Sec. 8.
As another example, take stratified sampling. For simplicity, we assume one sample in each strata (N m = 1). Suppose Ω 1 · · · Ω M partition the state-space and let ω m ∼ Q 0 (ω|ω ∈ Ω m ) and m be equal to m with probability µ m = Q 0 (ω ∈ Ω m ). It is again the case that ω m ∼ Q 0 , and applying Thm. 3 and then Thm. 4 produces the estimator-coupling pair shown in the table. Details are in Sec. 8.
Example
We return to the example from Sec. 2.1 and Sec. 3.3. Fig. 3 shows the result of applying stratified sampling to the standard VI estimator R = p(z, x)/q(z) and then adjusting the parameters of q to tighten the bound. The bound is tighter than standard VI and slightly worse than antithetic sampling.
Why not combine antithetic and stratified sampling? Fig. 3 shows the result of applying antithetic sampling inside of stratified sampling. Specifically, the estimator R(ω m ) for each stratum m is replaced by • Map to a standard dist. as u m = F −1 (ω m ).
• Map to q θ as z m = T θ (u m ).
•
Algorithm (Sample from Q(z))
• Generate z 1 , · · · z M as on the left.
• For all m compute weight w m = p(zm,x) q θ (zm) .
• Select m with probability
• Return z m (Fig. 2) , stratified sampling (Fig. 3) and antithetic within stratified sampling (Fig. 3 ) tightening E log R finds Q(ω) such that all batches place some density on z in the main mode of p. Thus, the better sampling methods permit a q with some coverage of the left mode of p while precluding the possibility that all samples in a batch are simultaneously in a low-density region (which would result in R near zero, and thus a very low value for E log R). What do these estimators say about p(z|x)? Fig. 4 compares the resulting Q(z) for each estimator -the similarity to p(z|x) correlates with the likelihood bound.
Implementation and Empirical Study
Our results are very easy to put into practice. To illustrate this, we show a simple and very general approach. Take any distribution Q(ω 1 , · · · , ω M ) such that each marginal Q(ω m ) is uniform over the unit cube (but the different ω m may be dependent). Then, Fig. 5 shows algorithms to generate samples R from a valid estimator, and to generate z from a distribution Q(z) corresponding to a valid coupling. We use mappings ω
The idea is to implement variance reduction to sample (batches of) ω, use F −1 to map ω to a "standard" distribution (typically in the same family as q θ ), and then use T θ to map samples from the standard distribution to samples from q θ . The algorithms are again derived from Thm. 3 and Thm. 4.
) and a 0 (z|ω) = δ(z − t θ (ω)). These define a valid estimator-coupling pair. Let Q(ω 1 , · · · , ω M ) be as described (uniform marginals) and m uniform on {1, · · · , M }. Then Q(ω 1 , · · · , ω M , m) satisfies the assumptions of Thm. 3, so we can use that theorem then Thm. 4 to Rao-Blackwellize out m. This produces the estimator-coupling pair in Fig. 5 .
The value of this approach is the many off-the-shelf methods to generate "batches" of samples (ω 1 , · · · , ω M ) that have good "coverage" of the unit cube. This manifests as coverage of q θ after being mapped. Fig. 7 shows examples of this with multivariate Gaussians. As shown, there may be multiple mappings F −1 . These manifest as different coverage of q θ , so the choice of mapping influences the quality of the estimator. We consider two examples: The "Cartesian" mapping F −1 N (ω) simply applies the inverse CDF of the standard Gaussian. An "elliptical" mapping, meanwhile, uses the "elliptical" reparameterization of the Gaussian [7] : If r ∼ χ d and v is uniform over the unit sphere, then r v ∼ N (0, I). In Fig. 7 we generate r and v from the uniform distribution as r = F
and v = (cos(2πω 2 ), sin(2πω 2 )), and then set F −1 (ω) = r v. In higher dimensions, it is easier to generate samples from the unit sphere using redundant dimensions. Thus, we use ω ∈ R d+1 and map the first component to r again using the inverse χ distribution CDF F . The other components are mapped to the unit sphere by first applying the Gaussian inverse CDF in each component, then normalizing.
In the experiments, we use a multivariate Gaussian q θ with parameters θ = (C, µ). The mapping is T θ (u) = Cu + µ. To ensure a diverse test, we downloaded the corpus of models from the Stan [5] model library [21] (see also Regier et al. [19] ) and created an interface for automatic differentiation in Stan to interoperate with automatic differentiation code written in Python. We compare VI in terms of the likelihood bound and in terms of the (squared Frobenius norm) error in the estimated posterior variance. As a surrogate for the true variance, we computed the empirical variance of 100,000 samples generated via Stan's Hamiltonian Markov tor. Fig. 6 shows a trace for a single dataset. of the latent variables would take at most 2 seconds. It was infeasible to tune stochastic gradient methods for all models. Instead we used a fixed batch of 50,000 batches ω 1 , · · · , ω M and optimized the empirical ELBO using BFGS, initialized using Laplace's method. A fresh batch of 500,000 samples was used to compute the final likelihood bound and covariance estimator. Fig. 6 shows a trace for a single dataset. Fig. 9 visualizes how the approximate density improves. Fig. 8 aggregates statistics across all datasets.
Measure-Theoretic Details
The content of this section draws from [10, 9] .
Measures, KL, ELBO
Let (Ω, A) be a measurable space and Q and P be two measures over it. Write Q P when P (A) = 0 ⇒ Q(A) = 0, i.e., Q is absolutely continuous with respect to P , and write Q ∼ P when Q P and P Q. Whenever Q P , there exists measurable f : Ω → R such that
The function f is the Radon-Nikodym derivative, denoted as f = dQ dP . Write Q ∼ P when Q P and P Q; in this case
For two probability measures Q P , the KL-divergence is
For a probability measure Q and measureP (not necessarily a probability measure) with Q P , the evidence lower bound or "ELBO" is
When Q ∼P , we can equivalently write ELBO Q P = E Q log dP dQ . Let (Z, B) be a measurable space. Let P z,x be an unnormalized distribution over z representing the joint distribution over (z, x) for a fixed x.Write either P z,x (B) or P z,x (z ∈ B) for the measure of B ∈ B. Define p(x) = P z,x (Z)
to be the total measure or the normalization constant of P z,x , and write P z|x (z ∈ B) := P z,x (z ∈ B)/p(x) for the corresponding normalized measure, which represents the conditional distribution of z given x. Henceforth, x will always denote a fixed constant, and, for any u, the measure P u,x is unnormalized with total measure p(x).
The following gives a measure-theoretic version of the "ELBO decomposition" from Eq. (1).
Lemma 5. Given a probability measure Q and a measure P z,x on (Z, B), whenever Q P z,x we have the following "ELBO decomposition":
Proof. It is easy to check that
Rearranging, we see the ELBO decomposition.
Conditional, Marginal, and Joint Distributions
Standard Borel and product spaces We will assume that each relevant measure space is a standard Borel space, that is, isomorphic to a Polish space (a separable complete metric space) with the Borel σ-algebra. Standard Borel spaces capture essentially all spaces that arise in practice in probability theory [10] . Let (Ω, A) and (Z, B) be standard Borel spaces. The product space (Ω × Z, A ⊗ B) is the measurable space on Ω × Z with A × B = {A × B : A ∈ A, B ∈ B}, and is also a standard Borel space.
Conditional distributions
We require tools to augment a distribution with a new random variable and define the conditional distribution of one random variable with respect to another. We begin with a Markov kernel, which we will use to augment a distribution P ω with a new random variable to obtain a joint distribution P ω,z .
Formally, a Markov kernel [10, Def. 8.24 ] from (Ω, A) to (Z, B) is a mapping a(B|ω) that satisfies:
1. For fixed ω, a(B|ω) is a probability measure on (Z, B).
For fixed B, a(B|ω)
is an A-measurable function of ω.
Let P ω be a measure on (Ω, A) and a(B|ω) a Markov kernel from (Ω, A) to (Z, B). These define a unique measure P ω,z over the product space defined as
such that if P ω is a probability measure, then P ω,z is also a probability measure [10, Cor. 14.23 ].
Alternately, we may have a joint distribution P ω,z (a measure on the product space (Ω × Z, A ⊗ B)) and want to define the marginals and conditionals. The marginal distribution P z is the measure on (Z, B) with P z (z ∈ B) = P ω,z (ω ∈ Ω, z ∈ B), and the marginal P ω is defined analogously. Since the product space is standard Borel [10, Thm 14.8] , there exists a regular conditional distribution P ω|z (ω ∈ A|z) [10, Def. 8.27, Thm. 8.36], which is a Markov kernel (as above) and satisfies the following for all A ∈ A, B ∈ B:
The regular conditional distribution is unique up to null sets of P z .
The conditional distribution P z|ω is defined analogously.
KL Chain Rule
Let P ω,z and Q ω,z be two probability measures on the standard Borel product space (Ω × Z, A ⊗ B) with Q ω,z P ω,z . 
Our Results
Now consider a strictly positive estimator R(ω) over probability space (Ω, A, Q ω ) such that E Qω R = R dQ ω = p(x). We wish to define P MC ω,x so that dP MC ω,x dQω = R, to justify interpreting E Qω log R as an ELBO. This is true when R = dP MC ω,x dQω is the Radon-Nikodym derivative, i.e., a change of measure from Q ω to P MC ω,x , and is strictly positive. This leads to the definition
Lemma 6. Let R(ω) be an almost-everywhere positive random variable on (Ω, A, Q ω ) with E Qω R = p(x) and define P MC ω,x (ω ∈ A) = A R dQ ω . The ELBO decomposition applied to Q ω and P MC ω,x gives:
, where the final equality uses the definition of the ELBO for the case when P MC ω,x ∼ Q ω . Now apply Lem. 5 and the fact that ELBO Q P MC ω,x = E Qω log R.
Lem. 6 provides distributions Q ω and P MC ω,x so that E Qω log R = ELBO Q ω P MC ω,x , which justifies maximizing the likelihood bound E Qω log R as minimzing the KL-divergence from Q ω to the "target" P MC ω|x . However, neither distribution contains the random variable z from the original target distribution P z|x , so the significance of Lem. 6 on its own is unclear. We now describe a way to couple P MC ω,x to the original target distribution using a Markov kernel a(z ∈ B|ω). Definition 7. A valid estimator-coupling pair with respect to target distribution P z,x is an estimator R(ω) on probability space (Ω, A, Q ω ) and Markov kernel a(z ∈ B|ω) from (Ω, A) to (Z, B) such that:
Lemma 8. Assume R(ω) and a(z ∈ B|ω) are a valid estimator-coupling pair with respect to target P z,x , and define
Then P MC ω,z,x admits P z,x as a marginal, i.e., P MC z,x (z ∈ B) = P z,x (z ∈ B).
Proof. We have
The second line uses the definition of P MC ω,z,x . The last line uses the definition of a valid estimatorcoupling pair.
Theorem 9. Let P z,x be an unnormalized distribution with normalization constant p(x). Assume R(ω) and a(z ∈ B|ω) are a valid estimator-coupling pair with respect to P z,x . Define P MC ω,z,x as in Lem. 8 and define
Proof. From Lem. 6, we have
We will show by two applications of the KL chain rule that the second term can be expanded as
which will complete the proof.
We first apply the KL chain rule as follows:
We now argue that the second term is zero, as indicated in the equation. Note from above that
. The first equality above uses a version of Fubini's theorem for Markov kernels [10, Thm. 14.29]. Because P MC ω,x ∼ Q ω it also follows that
Since the normalized distributions P MC ω|x and P MC ω,z|x differ from the unnormalized counterparts by the constant factor p(x), it is straightforward to see that
This implies that dP MC z|ω,x dQ z|ω = 1 a.e., which in turn implies that the conditional divergence KL Q z|ω P MC z|ω,x is equal to zero. We next apply the chain rule the other way and use the fact that P MC z|x = P z|x (Lem. 8) to see that:
(11) Combining Eq. (10) and Eq. (11) we get Eq. (9), as desired. The target density p(z|x) and the approximation Q(z|x) produced by various sampling methods (row) with various M (columns). The dark curves show isocontours of kernel density estimate for samples generated using Stan and projected to the first two principal components. The darker curves show isocontours for the process applied to samples from Q(z|x). Antithetic sampling is visibly (but subtly) better than iid for M = 2 while the combination of quasi-Monte Carlo and antithetic sampling is (still more subtly) best for M = 8. 
Additional Experimental Results
P MC (z, ω, x) =Q(ω)R(ω)a(z|ω),
are valid distributions and log p(x) = E P (ω)
log R(ω) + KL [Q(z) p(z|x)] + KL Q(ω|z) P MC (ω|z, x) .
Proof. To start, we apply the chain-rule of KL divergence to the joint distributions Q(ω, z) and P MC (ω, z|x) in two different ways. where the last term is zero since Q(z|ω) = P MC (z|ω, x) = a(z|ω).
Next, apply the chain rule in the other way to get that KL Q(ω, z) P MC (ω, z|x) = KL Q(z) P MC (z|x) + KL Q(ω|z) P MC (ω|z, x) = KL [Q(z) p(z|x)] + KL Q(ω|z) P MC (ω|z, x) . Now, the assumption that E Q(ω) R(ω)a(z|ω) = p(z, x) implies that
R(ω, x)a(z|ω)dz = p(z, x)dz = p(x), so that R is a valid estimator.
Next, note that if we integrate z out of Q(z, ω) and P MC (z, ω, x) as stated in the theorem, we get Q(ω) = P (ω), P MC (ω, x) = P (ω)R(ω).
which by Lem. 1 satisfy that log p(x) = E P (ω|x) log R(ω) + KL Q(ω) P MC (ω|x) .
= E P (ω|x) log R(ω) + KL Q(ω, z) P MC (ω, z|x) .
form a valid estimator / coupling pair.
